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"Olle has an ability to look stupid and smart at the same time, an ability 
without which one never ought to try the profession of bondkomiker. And 
then  he  has  fire  in  his  eyes  .  .  .  and  in  that  fire  there  is  a  peculiar 
melancholy.  Like  most  of  those  who  amuse  people,  he  is  a  son  of 
melancholy."

—  Erland  Richter,  writing  in  a  1924  edition  of  Svea,  New  England's 
Swedish-language newspaper, on the heels of an appearance in Worcester, 
Mass., by Olle i Skratthult and his Company from Minneapolis.  

Turn of the century Sweden, amidst growing urbanization, went through a 
period of strong public interest in rusticity, not unlike the interest sweeping most 
of the Western world today.

Upon the Swedish scene during this era came bondkomik a type of popular 
entertaiment which (like Victorian music hall in England during the same period) 
featured solo performers doing comic material.  One may translate this Swedish 
word  as  "farm  comedy"  or  "peasant  comedy."  Unlike  the  broad  range  of 
characters  portrayed  in  British  music  hall  performances,  the  bondkomik 
performers  virtually  always  dressed  as  Swedish  country  bumpkins.   Swedish 
journalist Uno Myggan Ericson, a leading scholar of bondkomik, notes that many 
exponents were anything but the rustics they portrayed.  "Jödde i Göljaryd" (Carl 
Peter Rosén) had an academic degree and training as a mining engineer; Ernst 
Rolf, whose repertoire was adopted by many others, later switched to performing 
with tie and tails.

While British music hall entertainment was almost always found in urban 
theatres, the  bondkomiker performed both in the city and countryside.  In the 
latter case, portable stages on wheels or tents provided a setting similar to the 
travelling "medicine show" popular in the United States during this era.

The growth of  bondkomik as popular entertainment throughout Sweden 
coincided with several great waves of Swedish emigration to the United States. 
Transplanted  to  Swedish-American  communities,  it  was  to  gain  enormous 
acceptance.   Its  home  base  in  Minneapolis  was  Cedar  Avenue,  where 
Scandinavian  lodge halls  were its  setting.  They were  several  in number,  from 
Mozart  Hall  at  Seven Corners;  to  the I.O.G.T.  Hall  on 2½ Street  (I.O.G.T.,  a 
temperance organization, had the same entertainment as elsewhere but without 
booze); to Dania Hall, which still stands at Fifth and Cedar.
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The leading exponent of the genre in the New World was an immigrant. 
Born  in  Munkfors  in  Sweden's  Värmland  province  February  7,  1886,  he 
emigrated to the United States September 26, 1906. Christened (Karl) Hjalmar 
Peterson, he was better known to thousands of Scandinavian-Americans by his 
stage  name,  "Olle  i  Skratthult."   (Roughly  translated,  it  means  "Olle  from 
Laughtersville.")  Hjalmar was a gifted singer, comedian, and mime who probably 
recorded no more than two dozen 78's in his career, versus hundreds by Swedish 
bondkomik performers based on the East Coast closer to the center of the United 
States ethnic recording industry. Yet,  from 1917 through 1933, he led the only 
full-time professional company of Swedish-language performers in America, up 
to 30 of them.  They performed coast to coast.

His  career  had  been  launched  nationally  when  he  first  recorded 
"Nikolina,"  in  New York during World War I.   This  song about  youthful  love 
meeting  parental  disapproval  was  produced  for  Columbia's  green  label  ethnic 
series. Later, in 1923 or '24 he recorded it again for Victor.  Sales of these two 
recordings of the song reached 100,000 copies by the early 1930's.   And they 
were in the original Swedish tongue and sold in America only!

Olle's  troupe called  its  brand of  entertainment  "Scandinavian-American 
vaudeville."  Although the format varied,  it  generally  consisted of  a full-length 
musical  play  in  folk  costume,  of  which  "Värmlänningarna"  (The  People  of 
Varmland)  was  the  all-time favorite.  Olle  would appear only in olios between 
acts, singing and telling jokes. At the end of the evening, the folding chairs would 
be moved to the side wall,  and the audience would dance to Olle's musicians, 
sometimes until  midnight.  This  gammaldans (old-time dance)  was  a standard 
feature,  consisting  of  waltzes,  polkas,  mazurkas  and  schottishes,  i.e.,  popular 
dancing, rather than more complicated folkdance steps.

But  it  was  for  Olle  himself  that  audiences  in  San  Pedro,  California; 
Jamestown, New York; and Seattle, Washington, flocked to the performances by 
the Olle i Skratthult Company.  With his blacked out teeth, red wig, carnation in 
the  hat,  and  long  scarf  at  which  he  "nibbled"  with  his  fingers,  Olle  was  the 
supreme  deadpan  comic.   In  June,  1974,  while  performing  for  about  5,000 
Swedish Americans in Jamestown, New York's City Hall Plaza, Anne-Charlotte 
Harvey  merely  mentioned  his  name,  and  was  surprised  with  thunderous 
applause, more than 40 years after his last appearance there!  It is little wonder 
that this happened, considering how he was greeted by contemporary reviewers .

"Olle deserves to be called the greatest comedian of Swedish America . . . a 
superb  artist  in  his  field,  whose  most  naive  nonsense  exercises  the 
laughing muscles of the most serious." —Svenska Posten, Seattle, following 
a Tacoma performance in February, 1925.

And Erland Richter in Svea again:
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"What I want to say above all  about Olle i Skratthult is that he and his 
group are strengthening the bond between the Swedes out here and their 
country. The millions of smiles and the perhaps ten thousand tears which 
he has called forth have all born the mark of Swedishness."

"Some work for Swedishness with seriousness and hymn-song, others with 
play and songs. May the one not look askance at the other. We all have our 
work to do . . . Amuse us, Olle, for there are plenty of those who depress 
us!"

Later,  in  an  era  when  Scandinavian-language  performance  was  being 
replaced by Scandinavian-dialect  songs and jokes in English,  Olle  i  Skratthult 
never became an English-language performer.  He would sing and joke only in 
the  mother-tongue,  and  thus  came  upon  rough  times  for  awhile.  A  wealthy 
performer who travelled with suitcases full of cash in the 1920's, he was made 
destitute by the Depression.  Later he recovered, somewhat, but his tours were 
with a smaller troupe and confined to the Midwest. Although not religious, he 
was a total abstainer from alcohol all his life.  In the last year of his life, 1959-60,  
he was converted by the Swedish-language Salvation Army in Minneapolis.  He 
made a tape of Swedish gospel songs under their auspices, and "people flocked 
from  miles  around"  said  a  Salvation  Army  poster  of  the  period,  to  see  for 
themselves that the great comedian had been converted.  He died before getting 
his first "Army" uniform.
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